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�� INTRODUCTION

This paper concerns precipitation retrieval algo�
rithms for a spaceborne or airborne dual�frequency
radar� in particular for the Dual�frequency Precipitation
Radar �DPR� onboard the Global Precipitation Meas�
urement �GPM� core satellite� From the dual�frequency
radar data we can in principle estimate two parameters
of the drop size distribution �DSD� at each range bin�
In practice� however� estimates from such algorithms
are not reliable in many cases unless we are given other
information such as the attenuation to the �rst gate or
to the farthest range gate that mitigates the e�ect of
uncertainties in radar calibration and attenuation due
to unobservable gases and particles� i�e�� water vapor
and cloud water�

This paper �rst reviews the general principles of
dual�frequency algorithm and then examines some pos�
sible alternative algorithms that do not require addi�
tional information but can estimate reliable rain pa�
rameters by abandoning the possibility of estimating
two independent DSD parameters at each range bin�
Some possible methods are derived by assuming a cer�
tain plausible relationship between DSD parameters or
between some rain parameters�

�� DUAL�FREQUENCY ALGORITHMS

We assume that the beams of two channels are
matched and that the rain is uniform in the lateral di�
rections with respect to the range direction within the
beams� We also assume that multiple scattering e�ects
can be ignored� and that only the backscattering and
absorption of radar waves by individual particles need
to be considered� Then� the e�ective radar re	ectiv�
ity factor Ze� at wavelength �� which characterizes the
strength of backscattering from a unit scattering vol�
ume� can be expressed as the sum of backscattering
cross sections of individual particles in the unit volume�
We assume that the backscattering cross section �b�
and the extinction cross section �or total radar cross
section� �t� of each particle are determined only by its
diameter D as in the case of scattering and absorption
by a spherical particle� Under these assumptions� once
the particles
 phase state and temperature are given�
we can calculate �b�� �t� for any D by using Mie
s for�
mula� The only remaining unknown factor that relates
the radar re	ectivity factor Ze�� the speci�c attenuation
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k�� and the rainfall rate R is the drop size distribution
funtion N�D��

Once N�D� is estimated from Ze� and k�� we can
calculate R� However� N�D� itself has an in�nite degree
of freedom and cannot be determined uniquely only by
giving Ze� and k�� Our general strategy is that we �rst
choose a DSD model function Nm�D� that is character�
ized by two parameters� �� and ��� Nm�D� ��� ��� should
represent the natural variations of N�D� at variety of
space and time reasonably well by adjusting �� and ���
Since the dual�frequency radar echoes provide us with
two independent pieces of information at each range
bin� we would like to retrieve the two DSD model pa�
rameters ��� and ��� there and calculate the rainfall rate
R from Nm�D� ��� ����

��� Di�erential Equations for the DSD Function with
Two Parameters

In our retrieval problem� we deal with a one�
dimensional problem� We want to estimate ���r� and
���r� from measured radar re	ectivities Zm��r� and
Zm��r�� and then calculate R�r� from ���r� and ���r�
by using the model function Nm�D� ��� ���� Suppose
our model function Nm�D� ��� ��� approximates the true
DSD function closely so that we can express Ze� and k�
by using the backscattering cross section �b� and the
total cross section �t� as the follows�

Ze����� ��� � cZ�

Z
�b��D�Nm�D� ��� ��� dD ���

and

k����� ��� � ck

Z
�t��D�Nm�D� ��� ��� dD� ���

Here� cZ� is de�ned by cZ� � ������jK�j
�� with K� �

�m�
� � ����m�

�� �� where m� is the complex refractive
index of the particle for electromagnetic waves with
wavelength �� � is the ratio of the circumference to
the diameter of a circle� ck is a proportional constant
that changes with the unit of k�� If the unit of k� is
neper per unit length� ck � �� However� if for example�
the unit is dB per unit length� ck � �� log�� e�

Then� the two�way attenuation factor to range r
can be written as

A��r� � exp��
�

ck

Z r

�

k��s� ds�� ���

and the measured apparent radar re	ectivity factor
Zm� is related to the e�ective radar re	ectivity factor
through

Zm��r� � A��r�Ze��r�� �	�



Let us de�ne Xm� � ln�Zm�� and Xe� � ln�Ze�� for
brevity� We also choose the unit of k� as neper per
unit length so that ck � � to remove unnecessary con�
stant from equations� Taking the logarithm of �� and
di�erentiate it with respect to r� we obtain

dXm�

dr
� ��k� �

dXe�

dr
� �
�

Or expressing it in terms of �� and ��� we obtain

dXm�

dr
� ��k����� ��� �

�Xe�

���

d��
dr

�
�Xe�

���

d��
dr

� ���

If we have radar re	ectivity measurements at two fre�
quency channels � � �� �� then we have two equations
of the form ���� and we get a simultaneous pair of dif�
ferential equations for �� and ���

�
B�
d���r�

dr
d���r�

dr

�
CA � A��

�
B�
dXm��r�

dr
� �k�����r�� ���r��

dXm��r�

dr
� �k�����r�� ���r��

�
CA ���

where

A �

�
BB�

�Xe�

���

�Xe�

���

�Xe�

���

�Xe�

���
�

�
CCA ��

Selecting a di�erent set of DSD parameters ��
�
and ��

�

will give exactly the same form of equations� In other
words� the selection of DSD parameters is not essential
in the formulation as long as the model function covers
the actual variations of DSD� It is the selection of the
model function� and not the selection of the parame�
ters� that determines the performance of the retrieval
algorithm� We therefore choose a set of parameters
that simpli�es the appearance of equations�

The equations become singular at a point where the
determinant of A is �� jAj � �� Note that the change
of parameters does not remove this point�

Without loosing generality� therefore� we can choose
one of the parameters� which we denote by N� here�
after� as a scale factor that is proportional to the total
number of particles or the magnitude of the distribu�
tion� If the DSD is graphically represented� N� repre�
sents the vertical height of the distribution� The other
parameter we choose should represent the horizontal
spread of the distribution� We denote it by D�� It
could be the mass�weighted diameter� or could be the
mass�weighted median diameter D�� There is no es�
sential di�erence among them mathematically once the
model DSD function is selected�

For example� if we choose a ��distribution model�
the DSD can be expressed as

Nm�D� � N�D
� exp���D�� ���

Here � is called a shape parameter� � is related to
the mass�weighted median diameter D� by � � �� �

������D�� or to the mass�weighted mean diameter Dm

by � � ��� 	����Dm�
In our treatment� however� N� and D� are not as re�

strictive as they are in the above ��distribution model�
As long as the model DSD function Nm�D� can be ex�
pressed in the form as

Nm�D� � N�f�D � D��� ����

our formulation is valid� Here� f�D � D�� is an arbitrary
function of D�

Since both Ze� and k� are proportional to N�� we
can extract this proportional constant in Ze� and k� by
de�ning Ib� and It� as follows�

Ze� � N�Ib��D�� ����

k� � ckN�It��D�� ����

where

Ib��D��
def
� cZ�

Z
�b��D�f�D � D�� dD ����

It��D��
def
�

Z
�t��D�f�D � D�� dD ��	�

We consider N� and D� are functions of range r�

Zm��r� �N��r�Ib��D��r��

� exp���

Z r

�

N��s�It��D��s�� ds�
��
�

Taking the logarithms of ���� and di�erentiating it with
respect to r� we obtain

d

dr
ln�Zm��r�� �

d lnN�

dr
�
d ln�Ib��D���

dD�

dD��r�

dr

� � exp�lnN��It��D��r���

����

Now� suppose we have measurements of Zm�r� at
two wavelengths� �� and ��� We use su�xes � and �
for corresponding variables� Then� by combining ����
for �� and ��� we obtain coupled di�erential equations
for D� and N��

dD��r�

dr
�

�

b� � b�

hd ln�Zm��

dr
�
d ln�Zm��

dr

� aN�fIt��D��� It��D��g
i ����

and

�

N�

dN��r�

dr
�

�

b� � b�

h
b�
d ln�Zm��

dr
� b�

d ln�Zm��

dr

� aN�fb�It��D��� b�It��D��g
i ���

where

b� �
d

dD�

ln�Ib��D��� and b� �
d

dD�

ln�Ib��D���

����



These coupled di�erential equations for N��r� and
D��r� �Iguchi and Meneghini� ����� are the speci�c ex�
pression of the more general equations ��� when we
choose N� and D� as the two parameters �� and ���
respectively�

��� Di�erential Equations of Meneghini�s Method

De�ne the path�integrated attenuation S��r� to
range r by

S��r�
def
� �

Z r

�

N��s�It��D��s�� ds ����

Then�

�

�

dS��r�

dr
�

k��r�

ck
� N��r�It��D��r��

�
Ze��r�

Ib��D��r��
It��D��r�� � Ze��r�Itb��D��r��

����
where Itb��D�� is de�ned as

Itb��D��
def
�

It��D��

Ib��D��
����

Since Xm� is de�ned by Xm�
def
� lnZm��

Ze��r� � Zm��r� exp�S��r�� � exp�Xm��r� � S��r��
����

Substitution of this equation into ���� gives

dS�
dr

� �exp�Xm� � S��Itb��D��r�� ��	�

Since the ratio

Ze�

Ze�
� H�D��

def
�

Ib��D��

Ib��D��
��
�

is a function of D� only and independent of N�� D� can
be expressed as a function of Ze��Ze��

D� � H���Ze��Ze�� ����

Substitution of ���� into this equation gives

D� � H���exp��Xm��r� � S��r��� �Xm��r� � S��r����

� J�Xm��r� � S��r��Xm��r�� S��r��
����

where J�x�
def
� H���exp�x��� Substituting this D� into

���� we �nally obtain a coupled pair of equations for
S� and S��

dS�
dr

� �exp�Xm��S��Itb��J�Xm��S��Xm��S��� ���

dS�
dr

� �exp�Xm��S��Itb��J�Xm��S��Xm��S��� ����

If you rewrite these equations by using N� and D�

as intermediate auxiliary variables� they become

dS��r�

dr
� �N��r�It��D��r�� ����

dS��r�

dr
� �N��r�It��D��r�� ����

N��r� �
Zm��r�

Ib��D��r��
exp�S��r�� ����

D��r� � H

�
Ib��D��r��

Ib��D��r��

�
����

Ib��D��r��

Ib��D��r��
�

Zm��r�

Zm��r�
exp�S��r�� S��r�� ��	�

If you convert the �rst two di�erential equations into
di�erence equations and solve them stepwise in back�
wards in range starting with a given pair of initial con�
ditions S��rb� � S�� and S��rb� � S�� � you will get
Meneghini
s algorithm �Meneghini et al�� ������ In this
sense� Meneghini
s algorithm is equivalent to a numer�
ical method to solve the coupled di�erential equations
���� and ���� by a simple one�sided di�erence approx�
imation of di�erentials�

Note that the pair of di�erential equations of N�

and D� and those of S� and S� are mathematically
equivalent�

If we want to solve the equations in section ���
numerically� it is more stable to solve the equations
backwards in r� Meneghini
s equations share the same
property as these equations� They are generally stable
if they are solved backwards in r� Mardiana
s iteration
method �Mardiana et al�� ���� is actually a method to
�nd the solutions that satisfy the initial conditions that
are given at the lower end �r � rl� of the interval �rl� ru��
He gives �arbitrarily chosen� tentative initial conditions
at r � ru instead of r � rl� and solve the equation
backwards numerically� Then he calculates the di�er�
ence between the solutions and the original conditions
given at r � rl� From this di�erence� he calculates
the correction factors to the initial conditions at r � ru
and repeats the calculation processes until the solutions
satisfy the original initial conditions� The original initial
conditions he uses are that the attenuations at r � rl
are zero at both frequency channels�

In short� the di�erence between Meneghini
s
backward recursion method and Mardiana
s iteration
method is whether the initial conditions are given at
r � ru or at r � rl� Both of them use one�sided di�er�
ence approximation to calculate the di�erentials� which
is called Euler
s method� to solve equations ���� and
����� To solve these equations numerically for a given
set of data Zm��ri� �ri � r�� ���� rn � � � �� ��� we can use
a di�erent numerical technique such as Runge�Kutta
method that gives more accurate and stable solutions
than Euler
s method �Press et al�� ������



��� Adding Other Conditions

In actual situation� the radar signal su�ers from at�
tenuation due to water vapor and clouds that are not
detectable by radar itself� If we want to retrieve the rain
pro�le below a bright band� for example� we need to es�
timate the attenuation due to the bright band as well�
Therefore� we cannot adopt the initial condition that
the attenuation is zero or a known amount at r � rl�
We need to treat it as an unknown parameter in the re�
trieval algorithm� When the surface reference technique
is applicable� the condition is given at r � ru and the
equation can be solved backwards in the raining inter�
val� However� if the surface reference is unavailable or
unreliable� we need to use a method that can estimate
the attenuation in other means�

To do that� we need to abandon the possibility of es�
timating two DSD parameters at each range bin �Iguchi
et al�� ����� Marzoug and Amayenc� ����� There may
be many possible ways to do so� but here we discuss the
cases in which N� and D� are related in some ways� For
example� giving a condition that the normalized inter�
cept parameter N�

�
is constant in a two�parameter DSD

model is equivalent to giving a functional relationship
between N� and D� �See Appendix�� The condition can
be generalized more� For example� the condition that
N�

� is a linear function of range r could be used�
If N� and D� are related and N� is expressed as a

function of D�� then equation ���� has only one DSD
parameter D� as the unknown variable� and we have
two simultaneous equations of the form

g��D��
dD��r�

dr
� f��r� � h��D���

g��D��
dD��r�

dr
� f��r� � h��D���

��
�

If we eliminate dD��dr from these equations� we obtain

g��D���f��r� � h��D��� � g��D���f��r� � h��D���� ����

This equation shows that D��r� can be obtained once
a N��D� relation is speci�ed� A remarkable charac�
teristic of this equation is that the D� pro�le can be
obtained from locally measured data without knowing
the attenuation to the �rst range gate� because ����
is not a di�erential equation but an ordinary equa�
tion and because f��r� includes only the derivative of
lnZm��r� with respect to r which is independent of cal�
ibration� In practice� however� the measurement error
in Zm��r� and its 	uctuations prevent us from solving
equation ���� with realistic values of D�� However� if
D� does not change very much over the path �r�� r���
we can approximate ln dZm��dr by a �nite di�erence
�lnZm��r�� � lnZm��r�����r� � r��� Then� the 	uctua�
tions in f��r� can be suppressed to a large extent and
we should be able to �nd a reasonable solution for D��
Of course� other techniques to reduce 	uctuating noise
such as regression and smoothing can be used in es�
timating the slopes� We call this method the dual�
frequency�with�a�single�parameter method or the DFS
method for short in this paper�

�� DAD Method

The method that uses the di�erence of attenuation
di�erences �DAD� between two frequencies over a cer�
tain range has been used as a standard dual frequency
rain retrieval method� This method usually is applied to
a system in which one radar frequency is relatively low
so that the attenuation at the higher frequency chan�
nel is the dominant part of the attenuation di�erence
between the two channels�

It is obvious from equations ���� and ���� that

lnZm��r� � lnN��r� � ln Ib��D��r��� S��r�� ����

From this equation� we immediately obtain

�lnZm��r��� lnZm��r���� �lnZm��r��� lnZm��r���

� ln

�
Ib��D��r���Ib��D��r���

Ib��D��r���Ib��D��r���

�

� �S��r��� S��r��� � �S��r��� S��r����
���

Therefore� if

Ib��D��r���Ib��D��r���

Ib��D��r���Ib��D��r���
� �� ����

the lefthand side of equation ���� represents the di�er�
ence of attenuation di�erence� If the speci�c attenua�
tions k� and k� are expressed in the unit of dB�km and
they are related to rainfall rate R through power laws�
k� � a�R

b� and k� � a�R
b� � then

�dBZm��r��� dBZm��r���� �dBZm��r��� dBZm��r���

� �

Z r�

r�

�a�R
b� � a�R

b�� dr

� ��r� � r���a�R
b�
� a�R

b�
�

�	��
where R is the average rainfall rate over the path� This
approximation is valid as long as its relative 	uctuation
remains small and b� is close to �� If channel � is in the
Ka�band and channel � is in a lower frequency band�
k� � k� and b� � �� Therefore� ��� can be approxi�
mated by

��a� � a���r� � r��R
b�

�	��

If we denote the lefthand side of ��� by DAD �di�er�
ence of attenuation di�erences�� we can calculate the
path�averaged rainfall rate from ��� as

R �

�
DAD

��a� � a���r� � r��

���b�

�	��

Since a� � a� and b� is not very di�erent from b�� the
relative error associated with the last approximation is
rather small�

It is often believed that this method is applicable
only when the Rayleigh approximation for scattering is
valid at both frequencies� However� this is not nec�
essarily so� The validity of this method is wider than



the Rayleigh scattering case� The condition ���� is of
course satis�ed if scattering is the Rayleigh scattering
in which case� Ib� � Ib�� However� the condition ����
does not require the Rayleigh scattering� The condition
can be met if D��r�� � D��r���

Even if this condition is not met� the ratio
Ib��D���Ib��D�� does not change by more than a factor
of two in the usual rain rate in which the dual�frequency
method is applicable in a vertical observation with the
Ka� and Ku�band combination� Consequently� unless
the rainfall rate changes substantially between the two
ranges r� and r�� the deviations of this ratio from unity
at two range gates generally cancel to result in a value
close to unity� As a result� as long as we use a valid k�R
relationship� this method gives a rather robust estimate
of rainfall rate�

Note that this case can be obtained more generally
from equation ����� If g��D�� � g��D�� in ����� then
f��r� � f��r� � h��D�� � h��D��� or in terms of the
original variables

d

dr
ln�Zm��r���

d

dr
ln�Zm��r�� �

� �N��D��r���It��D��r��� It��D��r���
�	��

Integration of this equation from r� to r� will give equa�
tion ���� without the logarithmic term �ln� �� on the
righthand side� The condition g��D�� � g��D�� is equiv�
alent to ����� and is satis�ed in the Rayleigh scattering
case because Ib� � Ib��

Note that specifying the k�R relationship for a given
DSD model function with two parameters is equivalent
to specifying the functional relationship between these
parameters� Therefore� under the assumption of using
a two�parameter DSD model� the formula ���� can be
regarded as a generalization of the DAD method�

��� Dual�Frequency Hitschfeld�Bordan Method

Assuming a relationship between N� and D� in a
two�parameter DSD model is equivalent to de�ning a
relationship between any two of DSD integral parame�
ters such as k�� Ze� and R� Suppose that power laws
hold between k� and Ze� and between k� and Ze��

k� � 	�Z
��
e� � k� � 	�Z

��
e� �		�

Assume further that Ab� and Ab� at r � rb are not
known�

Zm��rb� � Ab�Ze��rb��

Zm��rb� � Ab�Ze��rb�
�	
�

The Hitschfeld�Bordan solutions �Hitschfeld and Bor�
dan� ���� Iguchi et al�� ���� for Ze��r� in rb � r � re
become

Ze��r�Ab�� �
Zm��r�

�A��
b� � q
�	�

R r
rb
Z��
m��s� ds�

����

Ze��r�Ab�� �
Zm��r�

�A��
b� � q
�	�

R r
rb
Z��
m��s� ds�

����

�	��

where q � ��ck� The rainfall rate estimated by the two
methods must be the same at all points� i�e�� R��r� �
R��r� for all r� In practice� this condition cannot be
satis�ed because of noise in Zmi and other error sources
such as the deviation of the assumed power�law k��Ze�

relations from the true k��Ze� relationships� We try to
�nd the best combination of Ab� and Ab� by imposing
the condition that the di�erence between the rainfall
rates estimated from Ze� and Ze� must be as small as
possible because they should represent the estimates of
the common quantity R� In practice� we adjust Ab� and
Ab� in such a way that the solutions minimize

Z �
R��s�Ab��� R��s�Ab��

R��s�Ab�� � R��s�Ab��

��

ds �	��

where R� and R� are calculated from the solutions Ze�

and Ze�� If power law relations hold between them� i�e��
if R� � a�Z

b�
e� and R� � a�Z

b�
e�� then R� and R� are given

by

R��r�Ab�� � a�
Zb�
m�

�r�

�A��
b� � q
�	�

R r
rb
Z��
m��s� ds�

b����

R��r�Ab�� � a�
Zb�
m��r�

�A��
b� � q
�	�

R r
rb
Z��
m��s� ds�

b����

�	�

Note that two conditions such as the equality of R�

and R� at two di�erent ranges are enough to uniquely
determine Ab� and Ab�� Therefore� to remove the
overdeterminedness� we impose the minimization con�
dition on the integral expressed by ����

An important advantage of this method lies in the
fact that it can estimate the attenuations Ab� and Ab��
This means we can estimate rainfall pro�les even when
there is signi�cant unknown attenuation to the �rst
range gate� or when the radar calibration factor is not
well known� The method works without surface ref�
erence� A drawback is that the accuracy of the esti�
mates is limited by the closeness of the assumed one�
parameter DSD model to the true DSD�

It is worth noting here that we cannot estimate a
DSD parameter in addition to Ab� and Ab� in this for�
mulation� For example� if all k�Ze and Ze�R relations
are �xed after normalization by N�

� � i�e�� the coe�cients
that appear in power laws among k�N�

� � Ze�N
�

� � and
R�N�

� do not change when the actual DSD changes� ad�
justment of N�

� correspond to the adjustment of ai and
	i by factors �ai and ��i

in such a way that a�i � �aiai
and 	�i � ��i

	 where �ai � ���bi� and ��i
� ����i� � Then

we can prove that the e�ect of �� and Ab� cannot be
separated only by the conditions imposed� In other
words� we cannot introduce in equations ��� another
adjustable parameter �� that changes the k�Ze relation�
ship and �nd the best set of �Ab�� Ab�� ��� by minimizing
the integral ��� because �� and Ab� are practically de�
generated�
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FIG� �� Comparison of the path�averaged rain rate
estimated from di�erent methods� The abscissa
shows the data number along the path of the �ight�
�DFRM �Att from SRT�� and �DFRM �Att from
DFHB�� denote the rain estimates from Menegh�
ini	s dual�frequencymethod with the PIA from SRT
and from DFHB
 respectively� �Zm�R�X�� and
�Zm�R�Ka�� are calculated by applying the Ze�R
power laws directly to measured Zm�X and Zm�Ka

without any attenuation correction� �Ze�X
 HB�
denotes the Hitschfeld�Bordan method applied to
the X�band channel with �� dB attenuation as�
sumed at the start of the processed interval�

�� EXAMPLES

To test how each algorithm mentioned in this pa�
per performs� we run these algorithm with an airborne
dual�frequency radar data set obtained during the CaPE
experiment� The combination of the frequencies is
�� GHz and ���� GHz� The aircraft was 	ying at
the altitude of about �� km� The rain observed was
mostly stratiform with a clear bright band which ap�
peared about �� km above the surface� The radar
echoes were sampled at every �� m in range so that
the surface echo appears around the range gate num�
ber of ���� In the current test of the algorithms� the
data whose range bin numbers are between ��� and ���
were used� This range corresponds to a ��km interval
that starts at about ��� km below the bright band and
ends at about ��� km above the surface� A gamma
DSD model with � � � is assumed in the algorithms�
In the DFS method� the assumption of a constant N�

�

is used�
Figure � shows the path�averaged rain rate esti�

mated from di�erent methods� Note that all dual�
frequency methods give approximately similar esti�
mates� The path�integrated attenuations �PIAs� esti�
mated by the surface reference technique �SRT� and
those by the DFHB method were used as the ini�
tial conditions in Meneghini
s dual�frequency �DFRM�
method� As expected� if the PIA estimates from the
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FIG� �� Comparison of the path�integrated atten�
uation �PIA� to surface estimated from di�erent
methods� The dual�frequency Hitschfeld�Bordan
method gives the attenuations in the X and Ka
band channels at both top and bottom of the pro�
cessed interval� The PIA estimates from the sur�
face reference technique �SRT� include all atten�
uation from the radar to the surface
 whereas the
PIA estimates from �DAD� does not include the
attenuation outside the processed interval of � km�

DFHB method are used� the rain estimates fromDFRM
and DFHB methods are close to each other� expe�
cially when the attenuation is large� The rain esti�
mates from the X�band channel and Ka�band channel
by the DFHB method are virtually identical so that only
the estimates from the X�band channel are shown in
Fig� �� This agreement is not surprising because the
closeness of the two estimates is the condition for the
solution� The DAD method and DFS method show
zigzag variations compared with the rest of the esti�
mates� These zigzag variations can probably be at�
tributed to the fact that these methods use only the
data at the end points� Note that the deviations of
the estimates by all dual�frequency methods from the
Zm�X��R estimates change their sign around data num�
bers �� and �� These changes cannot be explained by
the attenuation correction alone� but by the changes
in DSD parameters that are not included in the Ze�R
relationship�

Figure � shows the corresponding path�integrated
attenuations estimated from DFHB� DAD and SRT
methods� Note that the paths over which the atten�
uations are estimated from these methods are not the
same� The SRT estimates include all attenuation from
the radar to the surface� The DFHB attenuation esti�
mates are calculated at the top and the bottom of the
processed interval which correspond to about ��� km
and ��� km above the sea surface� respectively� In spite
of a small di�erence in the evaluation positions� the at�
tenuation estimates at the bottom of the interval from
the DFHB method agree fairly well with the attenua�



tion estimates from the SRT� Apart from possible errors
in the SRT estimates� the discrepancies between the
DFHB and SRT attenuation estimates and the nega�
tive attenuation that appears in the X�band DFHB es�
timates can probably be attributed to the inappropriate
DSD model assumed in the DFHB algorithm�

DAD in Fig� � refers to the attenuation di�erence
between the two channels directly calculated from the
measured Zm�Ka and Zm�X at the ends of the ��km inter�
val that does not include the bright band� The DADs
calculated by using the attenuations from the DFHB
method agree fairly well with the directly calculated
DADs �not shown in the �gure��

� CONCLUSIONS

It is shown that if the attenuation to the farthest
point in the interval of rain retrieval is available� we
can use it as the initial condition to solve the di�eren�
tial equations for the two�parameter DSD model which
gives a fairly accurate estimate of rainfall rate� In this
case� we solve the equation backwards in range� If the
total attenuation is not signi�cant� the attenuation can
be given at any point within the interval and we can
still solve the equations forward without introducing too
much error� In practice� however� there may be some
unknown attenuation or uncertainty in the measured
radar re	ectivity factors� This paper proposes the dual�
frequency Hitschfeld�Bordan �DFHB� method as a way
to mitigate the di�culty� In this method we need to use
a single parameter DSD model so that the accuracy of
the retrieved rain rate may decrease if the actual DSD
deviates substantially from the model function� Never�
theless� this method is free from the calibration error or
unknown attenuation to the retrieving interval� This is
a great advantage especially over land where the surface
reference is not necessarily reliable� Compared with the
traditional DAD �di�erence of the attenuation di�er�
ences� method which only give the path�averaged rain
rate� the DFHB method provides a rain pro�le that may
change with range�

We need more simulations and sensitivity tests to
�nd the applicable range of each method for variety
of rain intensities and to evaluate the potential errors
and biases� At the same time� we need to examine the
e�ects of the factors ignored in this paper� The most
important one may be the e�ect of inhomogeneity of
rain distribution within the radar
s instantaneous �eld
of view�
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APPENDIX

Constant N�

�
Implies N� � D��

�
in a Gamma DSD Model

N�

� �Testud et al�� ����� is de�ned by

N�

� �
��

�

M�
�

M�
�

�
��

�

M�

D�
m

�A��

where

Mi �

Z
DiN�D� dD� Dm �

M�

M�

� �A��

If we assume a gamma distribution� D� � ��� ��������
and

Mi � N�

��i� �� ��

�i����
� �A��

Therefore�

N�

� � N�D
�
�

�� ��	 � ��

� �	 � ��� ������ ���
�A	�

If we can assume � and N�

� are constant� then this
equation shows that N� is proportional to D��

�
and N�

can be expressed as a power function of D��
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